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Cascade Effect! Overview 

 To begin this guide, a quick overview of the game is necessary. To do well at any 

tournament, you need to know how the game is played! 

The scoring guide is found on page 7 of the Game Manual Pt. 2. The penalty guide (next 

page) is located on page 16. Always check the Game Manual and Online Forums for official 

regulation! 

The biggest thing we have found at the two tournaments we went to this year is that 

teams don’t realize rolling goals can be moved onto the ramp at any time of the match! The chart 

is showing that the only time it is scored is after the end of the match, so make sure nothing rolls 

off before then! 

 

 

 The greatest penalties that we have seen involve the rolling goals. You cannot touch the 

tube in a move with “consequence” or “intention.” But don’t worry, pay attention during the 

Driver’s Meeting and the Head Referee will clear up any ambiguity about that.  

 Also, remember not to touch the tube of a rolling goal should it tip over. We had a loss-

of-control incident which lead to the tipping of a tube and it was very disappointing because we 

would not have received a penalty if our partner (who maintained control) had not accidently 

driven into it.  



 



Pre-Tournament 

Before tournament day, there are some very important things to remember. First, you 

want to make sure you run a self-inspection and create a Bill of Materials. The inspection sheets 

are found in Game Manual Pt. 1 pages 39 through 42. Everything runs quicker when you have 

printed and completed the “Team” column of the page (although this can be ignored for the Field 

Inspection, because that depends on how your robot performs at the time of the inspection). The 

Bill of Materials just lists what is on your robot that is not Tetrix, Matrix, or LEGO; print two for 

the journal and the hardware inspector. Other things you could print are the Control Award 

Content Sheet (page 45) if you plan on submitting for that Award. 

You should also go through and prepare your Engineering Journal. If you have not 

completed a Table of Contents, do that first. During this process, make sure to tab 4-8 entries that 

show the judges something important about your engineering journey. You can also slip a 

summary sheet into the journal that explains why you tabbed pages and other things to take note 

about in the journal. This is not required, of course, but it only helps! 

Finally, before tournament day charge ALL batteries—Tetrix, Matrix, LEGO, you name 

it, you charge it! This will ensure you won’t find yourself without a battery just before you are 

queued to play. 

  



Pit Displays 

 The best way to show off your hard work is a display for your pit area! But what should 

be on it? 

 Typically, teams will get the tri-fold boards that you used back in 5th grade for that 

science fair you no doubt won. Sizes range based on how much a team wants to share. Some 

teams will use multiple boards in their displays. 

 A good board should show several topics: your robot, your strategy, any outreach you 

have done, any sponsors you have, and if you would like, your team members. This board helps 

teams get to know your team, and judges to see how unique you are. 

 The robot section could be a basic overview of how your chassis drives, what 

mechanisms manipulate the game elements, and what neat engineering features you have in 

there, too. Include up-close photos! 

 The strategy section could be about what your robot does in Autonomous Mode, and 

what Teleop Mode strengths you have. You may be reluctant to post your weaknesses, but this 

can help other teams figure out what to do with you during match play to optimize both alliance 

member’s strengths. A game-field map on the board can help explain your strategy. 

 The outreach section could have listed any activities you have done in your community. 

The fundraising/sponsors section is fairly self-explanatory :)  

 

  

 

 Additionally, make sure your team name and number are NICE AND LARGE. 

 

 

 

Note: The picture on the right is at the East Super Regional, and pit displays are not usually so 

involved at the qualifier or championship level. Our displays are normally like the left picture.  



Judging: What It Is, and How to Prepare 

 Judging might be the most intimidating part of the day. It certainly was when we were in 

our rookie season. But don’t get too discouraged, judges want to hear what is unique about your 

team and encourage you to keep doing that! 

 Judging is very critical for winning the awards. To optimize your 15 minutes in the 

limelight, you should be ready for the interview. 

 Things you should touch on during the time: all parts of your robot, your game strategy, 

any outreach and fundraising you have done, other things that sets your team apart from others. 

The best interviews happen when they are natural and every team member can speak about 

something. The judges want to see that everyone is knowledgeable about something. 

 Our usual script is as follows: 

 Introduction about the team- where we come from (school, and region if we are away 

from the home region), how long we have been a team, and if there are only a few 

members present, everyone’s names 

 Strategy- what we plan on  doing during the matches for example: moving the goals up 

the ramp and filling the 60 cm goal 

 Chassis- what kind of wheels we are using, why we chose them 

 Mechanisms- a short overview of all the mechanisms on the robot, plus listing off past 

ideas and possible future improvements 

 CAD- how we use PTC Creo (obviously not required if you don’t work with CAD :)  ) 

 Programming- our Autonomous Mode, any cool things with our Teleop Mode 

 Outreach- short list of our activities, our goals 

 Fundraising- mentioning any of the large sponsors, other fundraising we do 

Plan for the unused time to answer 

judge’s questions. I’ve seen teams walk 

out of the rooms before they needed to, 

and that certainly won’t help the judges 

understand things clearer. And before 

you know it, the time will be up!  

Judges will visit pits after the initial 

interviews. If a pair walk up to your pit, 

do not run and hide. Have some team 

members go and talk to them. This is a 

good sign that you are a candidate for 

an award. To make sure that you don’t 

miss judges coming by, always have at 

least one knowledgeable team member at the pit throughout the day. 



Scouting 

 To learn about what other teams at the event can do, you need to scout them! You also 

need to be prepared when you are scouted.  

 Do not fear scouting, it can only help you. You get to learn about robots that you may be 

allied with or against, plus you might meet a new friend. 

 To scout, have specific questions in mind when you go up to another team’s pit. Do not 

just fumble around in front of them, unsure what you are looking for. Some sample Cascade 

Effect questions would be: 

 How many balls can you carry at once? 

 Where can you dispense balls? 

 What does your robot do in Autonomous Mode? 

 What does your robot do in End Game? 

The easiest way to remember all of these questions is to prepare a sheet. Print out enough 

copies for each team present and you won’t forget a thing! 

To be scouted, be prepared to answer the exact same questions you asked. Once again, 

don’t be afraid to explain any weaknesses your robot has. Teams can augment your robot just as 

you can augment theirs. 

For scouting in the event of Alliance Selection, be very specific. If you are a Captain, you 

definitely want to find teams who can do the things you cannot. You will get in the way of your 

alliance partners if you have identical robots! 

This also goes for convincing a Captain that you would be a good potential partner. Tell 

them what your robot can do that you know theirs cannot. But always remember to be gracious 

about it! 

  



Actual Match Play 

Ah the moment has arrived, it is time to talk about the majority of the tournament. The 

whole reason why you are there! THE CASCADE EFFECT! 

Before matches, take time to learn your robot. What does it dream about, what is its 

favorite ice cream… Well not really. See what functions well, and what doesn’t. Be ready to take 

things off of your robot to ensure the rest of it works. We had to disable our ball scoop because 

two servos were draining the battery. It was risky, but we were still able to maneuver the rolling 

goals up the ramp.   

Tournaments run where in the qualifying matches, each team plays 4 to 5 times. The 

scores of the matches rank with QP (points you receive based on the outcome of the match: 2 if 

you win, 1 if you tie, 0 if you lose) first, then with RP (the sum of your opposing alliance’s 

scores from all the matches you played). So if you lose a match, don’t worry; the winning 

alliance’s high score can still help you. 

You will be called 5-8 minutes before the match you are playing in begins. This is called 

queuing. DO NOT BE RUDE, QUEUE WHEN YOU ARE ASKED. However, minor delays are 

understandable. Also, remember the 5 minute rule. If you are playing two matches back-to-back, 

for example both match 1 and 2, you are allowed to ask for 5 minutes. This does not apply 

during Elimination Matches; however, as you are only allowed to call a 5 minute time-out only 

once. 

During queuing, you are not allowed to make any software changes. Instead, use this time 

for tightening screws and talking strategy with your partner. Sometimes we’ll even talk to the 

opposing alliance to see what their strengths are!  

Then comes the time, the actual match. You are allowed to bring 2 drivers and 1 coach to 

the field. Typically coaches will watch the time and instruct drivers on strategy. Make sure to do 

what you had planned with your partner, only change should there be a major event—like a robot 

dying or something. 

 

   



Team Spirit 

 Finally, one of the greatest things at tournaments is the general feeling of comradery and 

team spirit. When Woodie Flowers says “Gracious Professionalism,” people believe it, and so 

should you! 

 Even when things don’t go your way during the matches, stay motivated. The worst 

possible thing is to get discouraged. That only sets you up for future defeat. Plus, judges don’t 

like to see teams giving up. Once a judge told us after we had won the Motivate Award that she 

was impressed we could stay so energized even when ranked 18th out of 24 teams. We might 

have kept losing, but we still cheered our hearts out! 

 Cheers, by the way, should stay gracious. Do not put down the other teams at the event 

with harsh words. The best way to be better than the other teams is to cheer twice graciously and 

twice as loud :) 

 In addition to cheers, face paint, colored hairspray, and crazy costumes are all fair game. 

And if your team has the resources, get t-shirts. They easily identify your team and you can get 

really creative. 

   

 

 


